GREAT FENG SHUI, GREAT LIFE

Discover A Tool To Attract More Opportunities Into Your Life, Become More Likeable And Fix Health-Related Issues.
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We all have different definitions of a great life, and these definitions change as we go through the many phases in life. Whenever our priorities change - our perceptions, beliefs and even emotions influence what a great life means to us.

Let’s take a look at what you might answer if someone asks you what a great life meant:

- You have a high-paying job
- You work with people that you like
- You are passionate about the work you do
- You have a spouse that completely understands you
- You are fit and healthy
- You are spiritually connected and know your purpose
- You have children that adore you
- You have a lovely home to come home to every night

The list goes on. As you’re reading this, you’re also likely to think to yourself that you have MORE THAN ONE reason on this list. Some of the choices you choose to identify with from the list depend on what phase of life you’re currently at and would usually have different degrees of the same definitions. For example, on one end some of you might be happy with ‘just having a job’ while on the other end, some of you might want a ‘high-paying job working for a boss who adores you’.
Great philosophers Socrates and Plato primarily define in their works the great life as the examination of life, the mastery of the self and the contribution to one’s community.
CLOSING THE GAPS THAT WE SEE AND ARE AWARE OF

Whatever your definition may be, we know for sure that the actions we intentionally take, would steer us towards this direction. We choose to venture out of our comfort zones to acquire the knowledge, develop our skills and even invest our time, resources and effort into ‘trying’ to close the gap.

It’s a never-ending pursuit, one that keeps us grounded but ultimately gives meaning to life itself. It’s often never a destination and the path can be filled with challenges, obstacles and the unexpected.

BUT WHAT IF, LUCK HAD A ROLE TO PLAY IN THIS? If you don’t like the word luck, just replace it with Personal Readiness. You weren’t ready for the greatest love of your life. You weren’t ready for that promotion. You weren’t ready for that big investment that got away.

What if I told you that there are invisible forces that support us or suppress us in our endeavors in chasing our dream life?
THE TOOL

If you’re here, chances are you want to see some improvements in your career, relationships or health. You’ve probably even tried all conventional methods but the results were mediocre or worse, deteriorated from where it once was.

In my field of expertise, to achieve a change in one’s life, there are 3 factors that come into play. We call this Heaven, Man and Earth or the Cosmic Trinity. Heaven is what is given to us, things that we don’t control and cannot change such as who our parents or siblings are. Man is us and our freewill. Our conscious decisions and experiences determine what goes on in our lives. Lastly, Earth is for the environment that shapes us.

Needless to say, we can’t change Heaven. And for the majority of us, changing someone else is near impossible and we’re naturally resistant to change ourselves. That leaves us with Earth, our environment - which is, perhaps, the easiest to change, control and influence when compared to the rest of the factors found in the Cosmic Trinity. That’s what this guide is about. It’s about using the environment to help us in pursuing our goals, to support us in getting what we want or at the very least, to get unstuck from where we are.

The tool that we use is called Feng Shui. Perhaps you’ve heard of it. 😊
HERE KITTY, KITTY...
WHY A CAT WITH MOVING PAWS WON’T MAKE YOU A MILLIONAIRE

Mr Lee was very mad when one of his employees accidentally broke his paw-waving kitty cat that was sitting above the cash register. He fired his employee on the spot. Later on, his business was not doing well and he believed his misfortune was due to the recent incident. He quickly bought a new paw-waving kitty cat to replace his broken one. Yet, after replacing it, his business remained the same.

In the Book of Burial, by Kuo Pu, it says that Qi gathers at the boundaries of water, and is dispensed by wind. It does not say anything about paw-waving kitty cats above cash registers will attract more business. Instead, Mr Lee should locate the ‘Prosperous Qi’. The ‘Prosperous Qi’ also known as ‘Wang Qi’ can promote Wealth opportunities. There are 2 methods to locate the ‘Prosperous Qi’. The first method is through calculation-based method. This method is usually used for Interior Feng Shui. The other method is through environmental features observation for External Feng Shui. Qi can be classified into 5 types of Qi, according to its timeliness and at the professional level, it is important to identify what type of Qi and what stage of timeliness it is at.

After locating the ‘Prosperous Qi’, Mr Lee has to activate the Qi. One of the ways to stimulate the ‘Prosperous Qi’ is by placing an activity room or by placing the Main Door at a suitable area. Sometimes, for the purposes of activating the Qi, Feng Shui consultants do recommend clients to place Water in certain locations just to activate the Qi. It has noting to do with the water itself or rearing fishes in an aquarium. Water is always moving even when it is still. The molecules in the water are constantly moving.

Once the right type of Qi has been activated, the Qi has to be collected by having a good Bright Hall or Ming Tang as it is known in Chinese. A Bright Hall is a spacious and open area that enables Qi to settle and collect. Most people misunderstand that a Bright Hall should be filled with a lot of lights. If that were the case, all shops selling lights would prosper. In an ideal situation, a property should have three Bright Halls, in tandem with the principle of Three Divide, Three Harmony (the San Fen San He formation).

Feng Shui is about the opportunities and finding the environment in your home or office, one that lets you capitalize effectively on those opportunities to improve your wealth, achieve status or to simply live well.
LET’S GET STARTED

There are a lot factors related to Feng Shui but the four main factors are People, Environment, Time and Building. We’re not going to attempt to make you an expert nor promise you that by reading this eBook, it’s gonna make you rich, real quick.

But for the purpose of this guide, we’re going to narrow it down to Building as a factor - the place where you spend most of your time at. This could either be your home or office.

We’re going to make it really simple for you to apply and focus on the results...
STEP 1

IDENTIFY YOUR OBJECTIVES AND GOALS

Ask yourself, where are the gaps in your life right now? Feng Shui is a holistic tool which can target improvements in specific areas in your life.

Are any of these thoughts in your mind right now?

☑ Why do I keep meeting the wrong people?
☑ I’m stuck in a relationship that I can’t get out of
☑ I’m doing my best at my job but I can’t seem to get a break
☑ I have colleagues that seem to dislike me and constantly backstab me
☑ I’m always ill but the doctors can’t seem to find out what’s wrong with me
☑ I have a great career but my family is falling apart
☑ My business is stuck and things don’t look bright
☑ I’m not a big spender but I just can’t seem to make ends meet because of unexpected expenses that pop up all the time
☑ My children don’t listen to me
STEP 2

YOUR HOME

Feng Shui is a century old study and practice. In fact, it’s one of the oldest professions in the world. In the simplest way I can tell you, we primarily look at directions, locations and sectors of your home and how the people can benefit from receiving the Positive Qi (energy).

Once you have identified your objectives and goals, then you look for the sector or location of the home and activate the Qi in that area. The activation itself helps you stimulate Qi and as a result, will bring about positive outcomes to that specific area in your life such as career, academic pursuits or even The Peach Blossom (that loosely translates to Romance or your likeability factor).

*Think of Qi itself as WiFi. It’s already there. All you need to do is to tap into it.*

There are TWO things you need to do here (Yep, you’d have to put this book down for a while to get it done).

1. Measure the Direction of your Main Door
2. Get your house floor plan and segment it into 8 quadrants

   *Follow the illustrations in the next pages.*
1. Whip out your floor plan and box it off to get a perfect rectangle *(Refer to the red line).* Then, get the center point of your property *(Refer to the red dotted line).*

2. Stand at the center point *(marked x)* and use a compass *(an app from your phone is also acceptable)* to get the direction.
3 Segment your floor plan into 8 quadrants as shown below. Mark the respective directions of the house (North, NorthEast, East, and so on).

Tips:

Don’t have house floor plan? Don’t worry, you can DIY it! You just got to make sure that the floor plan is proportional to the actual property.

Don’t bother adding the balcony or external lifts into the floor plan. Flying Stars chart will only be applicable to the interior of your home.
## STEP 3

**MATCH THE FLYING STARS**

There are many formulas and schools in the world of Chinese Metaphysics and Feng Shui. Think of martial arts; there’s Shaolin, Wu-Dang and Jeet-Keen Do. So many ways to throw a punch but the punch itself has the same purpose.

Again, we’re focusing on the results so what I’m going to use for this eBook is a method called the Flying Stars Feng Shui (玄空飛星風水). It’s basically a method that maps out the prevailing Qi based on the current astrological movements of stars. These stars change cyclically.

Here’s what the Flying Stars look like for **2019**.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SE</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>SW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E</th>
<th>W</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NE</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>NW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **7** 不和 / Discord
- **3** 口舌 / Arguments
- **5** 灾位 / Calamity
- **6** 官禄 / Career/Authority
- **1** 贵人 / Noble People
- **2** 病符 / Illness
- **4** 文昌 / Academic
- **9** 投资 / Investment/Promotion
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Focus on the 4 sectors that have the good stars. I’ve even colored them in red for you.

**NorthWest** Seek to maximize this sector to increase wealth accumulation. It would be fruitful if activated as the main Wealth sector of the year.

**North** This sector boosts endeavours in humanities, literary and artistic fields. If you are seeking to improve your knowledge and skills this year, this is the sector for you to be in!

**East** If you are seeking for profitable career prospects throughout the year, use more of this sector as the place for you to generate ideas.

**West** This sector promotes relationships and social skills. It brings positive outcomes for career advancements when activated.

Map these stars into your house based on the direction taken earlier.
2 Referring to these marked directions, you can figure out which sector contains the stars that is beneficial to you.
STEP 4

OBSERVE AND ACTIVATE

Now that you know which sectors govern or represent what in your life, look back again at your goals. Make an observation of the area that influences your goals.

You’d want to ensure:

- It’s not cluttered
- There’s circulation of air
- It’s not void or stuffed like a store room and is roomy
- Space is clear, clean and vibrant

If you want to benefit from the energies of this space, all you need to do is to be in there. Spend time in there, use it, have activities in there. If these are not possible, that’s when we utilize aquariums or water features.

That’s it. It’s that simple!
STEP 5

TRY IT, IT COSTS YOU NOTHING

It sounds like magic but it’s really not that mystical. The study of Chinese Metaphysics and the art of applying dates back to Imperial China more than a thousand years ago. When you start to see subtle improvements especially in the goals you’ve identified, you’ll begin to understand that we are all beings of energy. Like it or not, being on this planet means that we are bound by a universal force that’s greater than us.

Feng Shui is an art that can create results that is beyond imagination. The world’s iconic business leaders, corporations and tycoons use it. Why shouldn’t you and I?
I know many would have an inquisitive mind after reading this. Some of you would have more questions about its application. And then there are some who want to know more about this ancient knowledge.

Join this Facebook Group I’ve created. It’s a community of learners and like-minded folks who want to learn more about this wonderful tool.

 pestic Free!

We’re running tutorials, exclusive videos, quizzes and most important of all - giving support to one another. The only catch here is, you have to participate and contribute as a member of the group.

I’d love to see you there.

Till then, may you find abundance of wealth, health and happiness.
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LEARN MORE
JOIN THE #1 FENG SHUI GROUP

www.joeyyap.com/fb

More than 36,000 members & growing

REQUEST ACCESS HERE

Want to learn Feng Shui in a fun way with other like-minded individuals? Join our private and closed Facebook Group today!